A special thanks is extended to all the Divisions and Offices that graciously support New Faculty Orientation. Thank you to all the individuals on this campus that have mentored and supported the newly hired faculty of 2014-2015.
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Dear New Tenure-Track Faculty Members:

We are pleased to welcome and recognize you as new members of the CSUN community-at-large. We appreciate your fresh optimism and wish to extend our support in fueling your motivation for years to come, as we value mentoring and outreaching to our new faculty.

We acknowledge you for successfully enduring the stress and hurdles that a career transition entails, and offer our congratulations on surviving your first year of the tenure-track process.

Sincerely,

Dianne F. Harrison
President

Harry Hellenbrand
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
In the Fall of 2014, CSUN welcomed almost 40 new tenure-track faculty members. These are the individuals that will touch our future here at CSUN.

The New Faculty Orientation (NFO) began with a two-day program that included welcoming remarks by numerous administrators, programs, offices, fellow faculty, and students. New faculty are invited to move across campus, dialogue with students and faculty, take exercise breaks with student athletes, receive one-on-one technology mentoring, eat, learn the names of every single new faculty member, and forge meaningful bonds with others. Since building relationships and confidence is cited by faculty as one of the most important NFO outcomes, our Learning-Centered NFO promises a rich and engaging experience as it continues throughout the first semester with programming on benefits, grants, assessment, and teaching practices. This is a group of new faculty that are dynamic, engaged, and motivated to thoughtfully contribute to our campus and community.

Join the Office of Faculty Development in celebrating the accomplishment of finishing their first semester as a CSUN tenure-track faculty member. To all the new faculty members, it has been a pure honor to serve you as you embark upon one of the most exciting careers—working at California State University Northridge!

Warmly,
Greg Knotts
The New Faculty Orientation committee crafted a set of core ingredients that are woven into the fabric of all of our events and programing. These event objectives include:

**Strategies:** we model interactive and learning-centered teaching strategies at NFO.

**Highlights:** we aim to highlight only the most critical information without overwhelming new faculty.

**Individualized:** we reveal the individual strengths and talents of new faculty and meet them at their individual starting point.

**Networking:** NFO is a personalized experience that facilitates networking and building relationships.

**Emotions:** we create an atmosphere filled with positive emotions such as celebration, reassurance, and motivation.
We model interactive and learning-centered teaching strategies at NFO.
We aim to highlight only the most critical information without overwhelming new faculty.
We reveal the individual strengths and talents of new faculty and meet them at their individual starting point.

INDIVIDUALIZED

INFORMATION FOR A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
NFO is a personalized experience that facilitates networking and building relationships.
We create an atmosphere filled with positive emotions such as celebration, reassurance, and motivation.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would be a professional speaker and author (or at least try).

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?
I played college basketball (in England).
SIGALIT RONEN

MANAGEMENT

After completing my advanced degree from Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel, I was a senior manager at Concordia University in Montreal, Canada. I was so impressed with my interview process at CSUN and am eager to join the faculty members in the Management Department who are highly talented and very nice people.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would be a musician. I love singing and listening to music.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I am a yoga instructor.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? I would love to learn to speak Portuguese and interior design.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I like working in my home office during the day hearing the birds from my window. I also like the night after completing all my chores and after my kids are in their beds. I can then watch a movie or read something.
ANWAR ALROOMI
CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

I just finished my advanced degree at Oklahoma State University and this is my first tenure-track position. I have experience teaching both graduate level and undergraduate level courses and look forward to bringing my diverse experiences to the diverse population at CSUN.
TZONG-YING HAO
CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

I completed my PhD at the University of Southern California. I have been a part-time faculty member at CSUN, teaching both graduate and undergraduate courses and am happy to now be on the tenure track.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would like to be a jewelry designer.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I like to photograph flowers, especially close-ups.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Sign language.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite part is at the end of the day my son snuggled close to me in my bed.

WEN-CHIN HSU
COMPUTER SCIENCE

I just finished my advanced degree at the University of Florida and this is my first tenure-track position. I have been a part-time faculty member at another institution and am eager to be on the tenure track at CSUN. I look forward to projects that are interdisciplinary and collaborative.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Becoming a car technician would definitely be on my to-do list, because I love cars and I go to autoshows every year if possible.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I am also into fashion. I am a big fan of clothes designing and Project Runway. I would love to learn how to make clothes for myself and produce my own clothing line. I was an art student before I studied science so I am sensitive to art and details.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Fix or remodel cars.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite part of a day is at night when I have finished all my work and have time to check into a movie. The least favorite part of my day is ANY time when I am stuck in traffic.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

Day care teacher.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

Swim, listen to pop and classic music.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

Piano.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

My favorite part of the day is at night sharing stories with my daughter.

I completed my PhD at the University of Texas at San Antonio. I just finished a post-doc teaching associate position at McNeese State University in Louisiana and this is my first tenure-track position. I really look forward to working at a state university with large, diverse student enrollment. The labs have really good and up-to-date equipment which will help me contribute to this continually developing university.

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

RUTING JIA

I completed my PhD at Texas Tech University where I have just finished a post-doc teaching associate position. I also have a degree from Hefei University of Technology in China. This is my first tenure-track position and I am eager to join such a great manufacturing systems engineering program.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

BINGBING LI

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

Swimming.
SAMI MAALOUF
CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

I just finished my PhD at University of California, Los Angeles and also have a BS and MS from CSULA. This is my first tenure-track position. I worked in industry and have decided to join academia. I was a part-time faculty member at CSUN and am eager to begin my tenure-track journey. I am also eager to be a part of CSUN because of being in the vicinity of an educationally “emerging” community.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Continue working as a part-time lecturer at CSUN and stay at my current job in engineering consulting.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Reciting/writing poetry and playing music.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Calligraphy is one of them. Painting is another.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite part of the day is getting to CSUN, parking right away (practically impossible) and preparing my lecture early.

VIDYA NANDIKOLLA
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

I completed a PhD at Idaho State University and I was a tenure-track faculty member at Philadelphia University, teaching both graduate and undergraduate courses. I am eager to be a part of a fast-growing engineering program.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Doctor (Physician).

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Watch Big Bang Theory and relax OR cook proper Indian thali food.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Playing video games.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Exercise.
VAHAB POURNAGHSHBAND

COMPUTER SCIENCE

I just finished my PhD at the University of California, Los Angeles after degrees (BS and MS) from Berkeley. CSUN is my first tenure-track position, although I was fortunate to gain experience teaching prior to coming here. I am looking forward to the balance of research and teaching that CSUN provides.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Professional soccer player.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Traveling.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Sailing.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite time of the day is 7:34PM!
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?
Working as a hospital administrator/educator.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?
Love playing tennis and working out.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?
How to swim.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?
Favorite: Relaxing with a good book to read at 10 pm.
GRETCHEN BORIA PÉREZ
ENVIROMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

I just finished my advanced degree at the University at Albany, SUNY, and this is my first tenure-track position. I have taught before and am eager to bring this experience to the diverse student population at CSUN, which was a real draw for me in coming here!

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Painter/Artist.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Painting.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? I would like to learn Italian.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite: The early evening after a productive day.

HANIA DAWANI
NURSING

I have a Master of Public Health and a Doctorate in Nursing. I worked in academia, in Amman, Jordan, since 1990. I have taught in graduate and undergraduate programs and my research interests are in stress, depressions and family health. Prior to CSUN I was a consultant at the WHO on many national and international assignments, mostly in mental health. I participated in devising mental health policy for the country of Jordan and served as the director of professional services at the Jordanian Nursing Council, the regulatory body of nursing in the country. I was introduced to CSUN through friends and colleagues and learned about the potential to contribute to, and help develop, nursing programs; but Los Angeles was also definitely a factor in coming here!

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? If I were not to become the academician, I would work for an international organization; specifically sought a job with WHO for respect of their mandate!

If you could learn something new, what would it be? If I could afford it though, I would have loved to learn philosophy (my way), art appreciation, and travel forever; roam beautiful Europe, savor art and then nature.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? The best part of the day is the evening! I do not have worst part of the day. I just do not like to work in the early morning hours.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I’d probably have done something in the travel industry.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love to travel and I’m a HUGE college football fan.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Re-learn how to swim.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite part of the day is after work when I finish my workout and I can sit in front of the TV with a nice steak!
For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?
I love to cook and am an avid bargain shopper (nothing beats the clearance section!).

If you could learn something new, what would it be?
I would learn to garden. I’m not good at growing plants but wish I can grow my own fruits and veggies in my backyard.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?
My favorite part of the day is picking up my kids from their grandparents’ (babysitter) house after work since they are so happy to see me. My least favorite part is in the morning when I’m trying to get them out of bed, dressed and off to school by 8am.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?
I would have my own cooking show on the Food Network.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

Go back to working as a mammo tech.

My fun job: professional relaxer.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

I like to knit and crochet. I like to play SoulCalibur.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

I have competed in natural bodybuilding before.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would say snowboarding, so I could take proper advantage of the Californian mountains.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

My favorite part of the day would be in the evening, sitting down with some form of sport on the television with a beer.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

I would be an action movie extra, because I have an Australian father and Indonesian mother, I look like any number of races. Therefore, I could roam from movie to movie playing any number of bad guy henchmen that are in one scene before the hero takes care of business.

CARMEN SAUNDERS

KINESIOLOGY

I completed my PhD at the University of Technology (Australia) and was a tenure-track faculty member at the University of Newcasle (Australia) where I gained a great deal of teaching experience I am eager to bring to CSUN. The Kinesiology Department was a huge draw for me to relocate – the people and strength of the faculty. Also, CSUN offers a balance between teaching and research in a great location.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

I have competed in natural bodybuilding before.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would say snowboarding, so I could take proper advantage of the Californian mountains.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

My favorite part of the day would be in the evening, sitting down with some form of sport on the television with a beer.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

I would be an action movie extra, because I have an Australian father and Indonesian mother, I look like any number of races. Therefore, I could roam from movie to movie playing any number of bad guy henchmen that are in one scene before the hero takes care of business.

CARMEN SAUNDERS

HEALTH SCIENCES

I am completing my doctoral degree from Walden University and my dissertation should be done by the time you read this bio! I came from a non-tenure-track position at Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science and this is my first tenure-track position. The mentorship opportunities drew me to CSUN and I am a graduate from Cal State L.A., so I know the value of a CSU education.

I completed my PhD at the University of Technology (Australia) and was a tenure-track faculty member at the University of Newcasle (Australia) where I gained a great deal of teaching experience I am eager to bring to CSUN. The Kinesiology Department was a huge draw for me to relocate – the people and strength of the faculty. Also, CSUN offers a balance between teaching and research in a great location.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

I have competed in natural bodybuilding before.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would say snowboarding, so I could take proper advantage of the Californian mountains.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

My favorite part of the day would be in the evening, sitting down with some form of sport on the television with a beer.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

I would be an action movie extra, because I have an Australian father and Indonesian mother, I look like any number of races. Therefore, I could roam from movie to movie playing any number of bad guy henchmen that are in one scene before the hero takes care of business.

CARMEN SAUNDERS

HEALTH SCIENCES

I am completing my doctoral degree from Walden University and my dissertation should be done by the time you read this bio! I came from a non-tenure-track position at Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science and this is my first tenure-track position. The mentorship opportunities drew me to CSUN and I am a graduate from Cal State L.A., so I know the value of a CSU education.

I completed my PhD at the University of Technology (Australia) and was a tenure-track faculty member at the University of Newcasle (Australia) where I gained a great deal of teaching experience I am eager to bring to CSUN. The Kinesiology Department was a huge draw for me to relocate – the people and strength of the faculty. Also, CSUN offers a balance between teaching and research in a great location.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

I have competed in natural bodybuilding before.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would say snowboarding, so I could take proper advantage of the Californian mountains.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

My favorite part of the day would be in the evening, sitting down with some form of sport on the television with a beer.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

I would be an action movie extra, because I have an Australian father and Indonesian mother, I look like any number of races. Therefore, I could roam from movie to movie playing any number of bad guy henchmen that are in one scene before the hero takes care of business.
For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I used to do theatre and only switched my major during undergraduate from theatre to anthro. I once wanted to join the circus. I’m hoping my theatre background will help me be an engaging professor who can bring subjects to life.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? How to be an effective teacher. How to grade essays as I find this arbitrary at times.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I like the morning, breakfast time. I also like having a glass of wine after work.

SUZANNE SPEAR

HEALTH SCIENCES

After completing my PhD at UCLA, I finished a research associate job at USC (I know). I also gained teaching experiences in both environments. I also earned an MS from the University of New Orleans and a BA from NYU. I like the fact that CSUN is growing its research portfolio and that there is support for research. I have heard only good things about CSUN, the campus is beautiful, and I look forward to my path here!

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Didn’t really have one. Maybe move to France and find something there (my husband is from France).
HUMANITIES

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Vegan Chef or Applied Ethology.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I am vegan (for ethical, health and social reasons). I am very involved in the animal rights movement and do a lot of work with all types of animal rescue. I share my life with a few dogs, cats and a 25-year-old tortoise named Burt. The most unique animal whose rescue I’ve been involved in was a falcon. Let’s just say it’s a unique experience to have a falcon hopping around in your car while driving on the 5 freeway.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? I would want to learn more about nutrition science in order to create/work on projects that address nutrition and food access issues in communities of color both in the U.S. and abroad.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I generally enjoy the whole day because every day is unique, but I really like mornings and fresh thoughts.

LINDA ALVAREZ

CENTRAL AMERICAN STUDIES

I just finished my PhD at the Claremont Graduate University and bring my part-time faculty experience there and at CSUN to my first tenure-track position. I am so excited to join the Central American Studies program (only one in the nation); also that CSUN is an HSI in the community in which I grew up, which means I can continue to work in and serve my community.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related ‘back-up plan’? Vegan Chef or Applied Ethology.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I am vegan (for ethical, health and social reasons). I am very involved in the animal rights movement and do a lot of work with all types of animal rescue. I share my life with a few dogs, cats and a 25-year-old tortoise named Burt. The most unique animal whose rescue I’ve been involved in was a falcon. Let’s just say it’s a unique experience to have a falcon hopping around in your car while driving on the 5 freeway.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? I would want to learn more about nutrition science in order to create/work on projects that address nutrition and food access issues in communities of color both in the U.S. and abroad.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I generally enjoy the whole day because every day is unique, but I really like mornings and fresh thoughts.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Being a police officer.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love trekking in the mountains.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Gymnastics.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite: after midnight; least favorite: early morning.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would be a travel agent or a tour guide. I love traveling and making travel plans.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love trekking in the mountains.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Gymnastics.

My MA and PhD are both from UCLA, but my BA is from Kyung Hee University in Korea. I just finished a post-doc teaching associate position at UCLA and this is my first tenure-track position. I am eager to put my teaching experience to work in this great location where I found a good “fit.”

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would be a travel agent or a tour guide. I love traveling and making travel plans.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love trekking in the mountains.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Gymnastics.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite: after midnight; least favorite: early morning.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Being a police officer.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love trekking in the mountains.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Gymnastics.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite: after midnight; least favorite: early morning.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would custom build vivariums and indoor planted water features.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I adore reptiles and amphibians.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? I wish I knew more about how to build or repair things around the home. I envy my friends who have such skills.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I am generally as nocturnal as my work schedule allows me to be. I love sunrise, provided I have the occasional luxury of staying up to see it (rather than waking up for it.)

J.C. Lee

ENGLISH

I just completed my PhD at the University of Rhode Island where I was fortunate to acquire a great deal of teaching experience. This is my first tenure-track position. I am so glad to join the English Department at CSUN where I was drawn because of their work supporting developmental writers.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I would open up a coffee and stationery store that encourages clientele to have a great latte while writing a personalized card to someone that they could snail mail it to.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Calligraphy, relaxing with our miniature schnauzer and eating lots of good Asian food in the San Gabriel Valley.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Playing the bass and electric guitar.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? I love the early morning or late night when the world feels at rest and I am either reading a restful psalm or a good non-academic book.

JESSICA CHEN FENG
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING

I just finished my PhD in Marital and Family Therapy at Loma Linda University. This is my first tenure-track position, where I was drawn because of my value for the diversity within the student population at CSUN. I was also drawn to the Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling because of its intentionality, camaraderie, and honor of human difference amongst colleagues.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Host my own cooking/travel show - the female version of Anthony Bourdain.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I love to surf.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? A new language.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite - sunset.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Be a scuba diving instructor or own a medical business.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Roller blade with my family, reading books, and I am full of surprises, which is unique about me!

If you could learn something new, what would it be? How to build and maintain motorcycles and classic vehicles like Volkswagen Bus.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Can’t imagine not teaching. Ever.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? I have two therapy dogs.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? COOKING!

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Favorite: Late evening, watching TV with my family. And ice cream.
A.J. McCAFFREY

MUSIC
I just finished my PhD at the University of Southern California after earlier degrees from Rice University and The Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. I have taught courses in music theory, aural skills, and composition at the University of Southern California, the Longy School of Music of Bard College, California State University Los Angeles, and Pasadena City College. This is my first tenure-track position.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? I’d open up a coffee roaster.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Rock climbing.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Speaking Portuguese.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? My favorite part of my day is seeing my 8 month old smile at me when he wakes up in the morning.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

Comedian. Seriously.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?

Reading, gardening. I love hanging out at museums, and I love just hanging out in my backyard.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would learn how to speak another language -- either French or Spanish.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

Least favorite: My commute in to work. Thankfully it’s through the mountains, so it’s not horrible.

Mid-day is my least favorite part of the day, I always feel like I need a quick nap. My favorite part of the day is early morning or dusk.
For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?
I attempt to write screenplays. Most remain unfinished.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?
I’d love to take a class on sign language.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?
I’m a commuter. ’Nuff said. (Though I do enjoy my NPR and podcast time.)
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? Chef.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Photography.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Learn French.
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”? A writer.

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you? Reading.

If you could learn something new, what would it be? Philosophy.

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day? Mornings in cold regions (for some reason, morning in the tropics are more productive for me. My brain seems to stop working when I feel cold!).
I would like to learn how to plant and take care of tomatoes, corn, chiles, basil, mint, avocados and limes. Anyone have any good tips?

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?

A favorite part of the day waking up in the morning to make my French press coffee then going back to sleep. After a few minutes pass, I wake up again to the smell of freshly brewed coffee. After I prepare my cup of coffee, I sit down in a comfortable chair (either indoors or outdoors) for 20 minutes and mindfully enjoy drinking my cup.

The least favorite part of the day is when I have to drive during traffic hours.

If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?

I would become a dance instructor for a small dance company.

If you could learn something new, what would it be?

I would like to learn how to garden; specifically I would like to learn how to plant and take care of tomatoes, corn, chiles, basil, mint, avocados and limes. Anyone have any good tips?
If being a professor wasn’t going to work out, what was your fun non-related “back-up plan”?
I am not a professor; I am a psychologist (although I am often in teaching roles!). If I were not a psychologist, I would likely be in a career that allowed me to utilize more creativity! I love coming up with innovative ideas and thinking “outside of the box.”

For pure fun, what is one of your non-academic hobbies and/or something unique about you?
Music and exercise!

If you could learn something new, what would it be?
To play acoustic guitar!

What is your favorite or least favorite part of your day?
One of my favorite parts of the day is enjoying a strong cup of coffee right after I wake up; I like to have time to transition into the day.

amy rosenblatt
I am originally from Maryland (through high school) and earned a BA from Ohio University (Athens, OH) and an MA from The Chicago School of Professional Psychology (in Chicago, IL). I completed my advanced degree (Psy D.) from the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Prior to that, I was a pre-doctoral intern at CSUN in 2011-12, left for my post-doctoral fellowship at Santa Monica College for the 2013-2013 academic year, and was hired at CSUN (in a non-tenure track position) for the 2013-2014 academic year. I had a very positive experience during my pre-doctoral internship (within University Counseling Services) at CSUN during the 2011-12 academic year, and have wanted to stay ever since!
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Working with the VISCOM team to produce this book embodies what it means to be a learning-centered and engaged University. Thank you to the CSUN students who created this book, under supervision of remarkable faculty and staff; your skills and talents are impressive!